『日本人なら必ず誤訳する英文・リベンジ編』 第１部

1. The weak have one weapon: the errors of those who think they are strong.
2. Mr. Tanaka runs the dojo with the help of his senior black belts and his assistant and
wife of 30 years, Yoshie.
3. Do you think she was the secret if indirect cause for the death of Mozart?
4. He was quite knowledgeable about that, although he didn't look it.
5. Tom is being foolish by writing so many checks today.
6. The earliest North American painting that has come down to us dates from shortly after
the middle of the seventeenth century, over a hundred years before the separation of the
colonies from England. It was some sixty years earlier, in 1607, that the English had made
their first permanent settlement in America.
7. I had been deeply depressed for many months when I learned about the death of my
father.
8. How naive of you to have a crush on Dave. He just photographs well.
9. I don't think our team should have won, not with some of the plays we didn't make.
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10. "I don't like to drink more than one bottle of wine in an evening."
"I should think not."
11. He is a writer whose books will be read long after Shakespeare and Dickens are
forgotten. But not until then.
12. Never could I get enough of looking at your face.
13. There is nothing like this room in an aesthetical sense.
14. I can't open PDF's but I was able to do it last week. It's quite a little annoying.
15.・I don't just like her.
・I just don't like her.
16. Judy didn't marry Tom because he was rich.
17. "The result has yet to be seen."
"So we've got to meet and talk with him about the housing developments."
18. In the end the business went bottom up. To think he made such a decision.
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19.・I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was broken.
・I tried calling you yesterday, but you didn't answer.
20. Apparently there was a smoking gun in the smoking compartment.
21. A piece of paper, pierced by a wild rose the shade of dried blood, fluttered in the moist
wind, sending out a Morse code in the low morning sunlight.
22.・Jessica was all the more irritating, pressure of the interrogation now getting her
nerves.
・The legs of his jeans got heavily wet, having run through the damp forest for hours.
23. He elaborated his third lie in as many minutes, so we decided to give him the cold
shoulder.
24. Is he five foot ten? He looks taller, more like six.
25. I don't think we can afford to pay much more than that.

26. "What do you think?"
"I couldn't agree more."
27. In terms of physical ability, he was best at the last Olympic Games.
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28. When cut short, my hair appears to have had electric shock therapy and the strongest of
gels will not give it order.
29. In this country most people start conversation with small talk about the weather, which
foreign people find amusing more often than not.
30. I can't imagine our life without that means of communication with each other which we
call language, that is words.
31. The book resting next to the clock which perpetually reads five to five was dusted just
yesterday.
32. There once existed a certain feel to these everyday routines that I regret was lost.
33. Had he stopped to stalk the girl, things would have turned out differently: she would
have survived.
34. A witness to this man might have mistaken him for an insomnolent soul more willing
to walk on the world than lie beneath it.
35. Any words from him, or one for that matter, would have consoled her. Isn't it about
time he learned?
36. I was happy with my purchase. It wasn't really that I got a good deal, it was more that I
was greeted with a smile and helped quickly.
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37. You can't be too pessimistic about the future. Not about mine, anyway.
38. The first known surgery in history was probably trephining, or drilling the skull. This
may have been a cure for headache.
39. He left the care for his son, whom he argued he did love, mostly, if not entirely, to his
sister.
40. The novelist shared the idea of some young progressive painters and endeavored to
parallel in words their effects in paint.
41.・With no jobs Bobby would be happy.
・With no jobs would Bobby be happy.
42. Rich, handsome, vertically challenged male seeks a partner for life.
43. The three children in that family were good copy.
44. The ship's crew jumped when they saw the dead body floating.
45.・I heard her planning to ask Tom out.
・I heard of her plan to ask Tom out.
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46.・They stripped the sides of the house of paint, and applied a fresh coat.
・Bullet screams, kills King of dreams.
47. What is the area of a rectangle six inches in length and four in width?
48. English surgeon Lister began using carbolic acid as an antiseptic. His technique cut
infection by a fifth.
49. You never see a person as clearly as when you hand him or her a large check.
50. There were some obstacles in Kennedy's initial calculations of his Democratic
administration's approach to civil rights. For example, his victory had been an exceedingly
narrow one, dependent on Southern electoral votes, among others.
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